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This.spring.the.department.will.award.at.least.five.Department.scholarships..If you meet 



































































...the deficit has grown 
dramatically since 2007.
...rightist politicians are using 
the deficit as an excuse to 
reduce the size of the federal 
government’s budget.
...government borrowing will 
take up the slack left by the 
decline in private borrowing.
Staying Informed about CSUSB Department of 







. Our Facebook Page-.http://www.facebook.com/pages/CSUSB-Department-of-Economics/109500729082841
. Chair of the Economics Department.–.mtoruno@csusb.edu
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4Tentative FALL 2011 Schedule of Classes
Tentative Winter and Spring 2012 Classes
# SEC TITLE DAYS HOURS INSTRUCTOR
200 01 PRIN.MICROECON 1040-1150 AM MWF STAFF
200 02 PRIN.MICROECON 0120-0230 PM MWF HARRIS
200 03 PRIN.MICROECON 1000-1150 AM TR ASHEGHIAN
200 04 PRIN.MICROECON 0200-0350 PM TR ASHEGHIAN
200 05 PRIN.MICROECON 0600-0750 PM TR KONYAR
202 01 PRIN.MACROECON 0920-1030 AM MWF STAFF
202 02 PRIN.MACROECON 1200-0110 PM MWF STAFF
202 03 PRIN.MACROECON 0600-0750 PM MW STAFF
202 04 PRIN.MACROECON 1000-1150 AM TR STAFF
202 05 PRIN.MACROECON 0200-0350 PM TR STAFF
302 01 INTER.MICROECONOMICS 0600-0750 PM MW ALDANA
311 01 ECON.K-8 0800-0950 AM TR CHARKINS
335 01 TOOLS.OF.ECON.ANALYSIS 0400-0550 PM MW HARRIS
410 01 MONEY.&.BANKING 1200-0150 PM TR PIERCE
435 01 MULTINATIONAL.CORPS 0400-0550 PM TR ASHEGHIAN
443 01 ORIGINS.OF.POL.ECON 1200-0110 PM MWF NILSSON
480 01 QUANTITATIVE.METHODS 0200-0350 PM TR KONYAR
503 01 ECONOMIC.ANALYSIS 0600-0750 PM TR JORGENSEN
530 01 THE.GOOD.ECONOMY 0240-0350 PM MWF NILSSON
600 01 PROSEMINAR.IN.ECON 0600-0750 PM MW TORUNO
SSCI320 01 UNDERSTANDING.CAPITALISM 0800-0950 AM TR PIERCE











Winter 2012 Spring 2012
104,.200,.202,.300,.311,.322,.333,.357,.430,.445,.475,.540 200,.202,.311,.335,.360,.372,.410,.450,.490,.500
